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Resumo 

As organizações estão a dar cada vez mais importância à segurança dos seus sistemas devido ao 

crescente número de ataques informáticos e da sua inerente complexidade. O objetivo do nosso 

trabalho é ajudar as organizações a planear e considerar essas preocupações de segurança desde o 

início, desde os requisitos e fases de design, e não apenas mais tarde nas fases de implementação ou 

desenvolvimento. Considera-se que os princípios de segurança por desenho (security-by-design) e 

segurança por omissão (security-by-default) são abordagens adequadas para evitar custos relacionados 

com a repetição de trabalho e para atenuar falhas de segurança. No entanto, da nossa análise, ainda não 

existe uma abordagem adequada para especificar requisitos de segurança de forma mais rigorosa e 

sistemática.  

Nesta tese, propomos uma abordagem que permite a definição e especificação de preocupações 

específicas de segurança tais como requisitos de segurança, mas também vulnerabilidades, riscos ou 

ameaças. Discutimos essa abordagem com base em duas partes principais: Por um lado, introduzimos 

a linguagem RSLingo RSL, que se trata de uma linguagem rigorosa de especificação de requisitos, e 

discutimos como esta pode ser estendida para suportar esses conceitos específicos de segurança. Por 

outro lado, discutimos a relevância para a criação de um catálogo de especificações de segurança 

reutilizáveis e mostramos exemplos concretos de definição e uso de tais especificações. 

O catálogo proposto pode ser facilmente utilizado e ampliado pela comunidade, e integra atualmente a 

definição de 28 sistemas dos quais 4 são sistemas finais e os restantes 24 sistemas re-utilizáveis.  No 

conjunto da definição desses sistemas, o catálogo agrega 45 vulnerabilidades, 125 riscos, 288 

objectivos, 30 testes de BDD e 37 definição de termos. 
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Abstract 

Organizations are giving more importance to secure their systems due to the increasing number of 

cyber-attacks and inherent complexity. The aim of our work is helping organizations plan and consider 

these security concerns from the very beginning, since the requirements and design phases, and not 

just later in the implementation or deployment phases. Consider security-by-design and security-by-

default principles are good approaches to avoid rework costs or to mitigate security flaws. However, 

there is not yet a suitable approach to specify security requirements in a rigorous and systematic way. 

In this thesis, we propose an approach that allows the definition and specification of security-specific 

concerns like security requirements but also vulnerabilities, risks or threats. We discuss this approach 

based on two key parts: First, we introduce the RSLingo RSL language, that is a rigorous requirements 

specification language, and discuss how it is extended to support such security-specific concepts. 

Second, we claim the relevance for a catalogue of reusable security-specific specifications and then we 

show concrete examples of defining and using such specifications. 

The proposed catalogue can be easily used and extended by the community and involves currently 45 

vulnerabilities, 125 risks, 288 goals, 30 BDD tests and 37 terms definition. These concerns are 

aggregated in 28 systems in which 4 of them are final systems. 
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1 Introduction 

In recent years reports of security failures in software have dramatically increased leading 

organizations around to take a more strategic view of information security. These organizations 

believe that their information systems are secure, the brutal reality is that they are not. Not only 

is it extremely difficult for an organization to operate in today’s world without effective 

information security, but poorly-secured organizations have become threats to their more 

responsible associates.  One source of these security problems is the way security is approached 

in the design and conception of these systems. It is widely accepted that designing secure 

computer systems is a difficult problem. When choosing security measures, the security system 

designer must consider the design of the entire system, and not incorporate security 

technologies at random. In simple terms, larger organizations tend to operate their security 

functions in vertically segregated silos with little or no coordination. This structural weakness 

means that most organizations have significant vulnerabilities that can be exploited deliberately 

or that simply open them up to disaster. Bruce Schneier states that “Security is a chain; it’s only 

as secure as the weakest link. Security is a process, not a product”.  System security has been 

achieved by using systematic engineering approaches. Several methods and techniques have 

been developed to protect data, programs and networks from attacks or other infringements 

through mechanisms such as access controls and firewalls [1]. However, the majority of 

organizations tend to see the importance of security only after actually suffering damage from 

security breaches. Even when security is considered important, too often it is retrofitted into the 

application only at the end of the construction phase and leads to many vulnerabilities and 

negative impacts [2], [3].  

1.1 Problem Definition 

In the past years, there has been an increasing number of proposals with approaches to help and 

improve the threat elicitation and modelling of such situations [4], [5] and that also included 

models and frameworks to support security specification [6], [7], [8]. But still, there was not a 

consensus on which method provides the best results. Moreover, some of these approaches do 

not consider the entire problem; they only present a partial perspective of the whole picture. For 

example, Sindre et al. [4] extends the traditional use case concept to consider misuse cases, or 

McDermott et al. [9] propose a specification of interactions that should not happen between a 

system and its actors called abuse cases. However, none of them related these use case 

specifications with the concepts of threats or vulnerabilities. On the other hand, for example, 

FIRST [10] offers a set of practices and tools to define and characterize vulnerabilities but it 

does not explain how to relate them with threats or with requirements. 

1.2 Research Objective 

The objective of this dissertation is composed of two parts, firstly, we use and extend the 

RSLingo RSL language [8], [11], [12] to include security-specific concerns. RSLingo was 

originally based on two languages and the mapping between them: RSL-PL [13], an extensible 

language for dealing with information extraction from requirements written in natural language; 

and RSL-IL [14], a rigorous language with a fixed set of concepts for representing and 
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conveying RE-specific concerns. However, recently RSL-IL evolved into a new language, 

called RSLingo’s RSL[15] or just RSL for the sake of brevity. RSL is the base for our work, 

but, since it did not support security-specific concerns (such as vulnerabilities, threats or 

attacks), one of our objectives is to increase the range of concerns of RSL by adding 

information security concerns. We follow a pragmatic approach to implement such extension, 

namely by directly update the RSL language and the Excel template, both publicly available 

[11]. For the sake of simplicity, in the context of this dissertation, we named 

“RSLingo4Cybersecurity” as this RSL language extended version.  

Finally, the second objective of this dissertation is to discuss and implements the definition and 

structure of a catalogue of security-specific concerns that may support the requirements 

specification with well-understood solutions to recurring security problems and that can be 

reusable and extended. In the context of the dissertation, we named “Catalogue4CyberSecurity” 

this set of well-defined and classified specifications. 

1.3 Research Methodology 

To develop our solution, we based our methodology on the Design Science Research [16]. This 

methodology has the propose of creating a problem-solving process with the objective of 

creating a solution to a problem or improving an existing one. Our methodology is composed of 

multiple steps, in which each one can have multiple iterations, to improve the output, before 

advancing to the next one. Figure 1-1 shows a graphical representation of this process.  In task 

1, the problem domain identification and the motivation for its relevance leading to task 2 that 

in which the research was conducted using the Systematic Literature Review [17] methodology.  

 

 

Figure 1-1 - Research Methodology  
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This methodology aims to evaluate and identify available literature from the topic in question. 

The research step is explained in detail in chapter 3.1. Task 3 deals, using the data collected in 

step two, the RSL language was extended by increasing the options of specification of general 

requirements (IsPositive, IsAbstract, IsProblem) that would be essential in the extension of the 

language with the security concerns in the next step, this task is explained in detail in chapter 

4.1. Task four consisted of extending the language with security specific concerns namely 

threats and vulnerabilities, this step is explained in detail in chapter 4.2. In task five, the 

catalogue was instantiated using the RSL language, where multiple systems were specified 

using available literature from step two, this step is explained in detail in chapter 5. Lastly, the 

previous task was evaluated to access if the language extension needed to be improved or 

changed to best deal with the specification of the systems. 

1.4 Publications 

During this research the following papers were published in international conferences with peer-

reviewing:  

This paper describes the language extension, RSLingo4Cybersecurity and the analysis of the 

Catalogue4Cybersecurity.  

• Luís Gonçalves and Alberto Rodrigues da Silva. 2018. Towards a Catalogue of Reusable 

Security Requirements, Risks and Vulnerabilities. Proceedings of the 27th International 

Conference on Information Systems Development, ISD2018, Lund, Sweden [18] 

This paper describes the language extension, RSLingo4Cybersecurity and the analysis of the 

Catalogue4Cybersecurity with the focus on an example of privacy threats. 

 

• Luís Gonçalves and Alberto Rodrigues da Silva. 2018. A Catalogue of Reusable Security 

Concerns: Focus on Privacy Threats. Proceedings of 20th IEEE International Conference 

on Business Informatics CBI2018, Vienna, Austria. [19] 

1.5 Dissertation Structure 

Chapter 2 introduces the background on the topics of cybersecurity, requirements engineering 

and RSLingo and the literature review of the related work used on our work. Chapter 3 

discusses the state of the art, including the research methodology. Chapter 4 formalizes a 

solution proposal regarding RSLingo4Cybersecurity language. Chapter 5 discusses the proposal 

and structure of the Catalogue4Cybersecurity and gives a macro-vision of the catalogue. 

Chapter 6 shows some examples of specifications of the catalogue and discusses the results 

considering the related work and lastly, Chapter 6 draws some conclusions about the work that 

was carried out and overviews the follow-up steps. In the appendixes, multiple examples of the 

catalogue can be found. 

2 
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2 Background 

This chapter introduces the concepts and the terminology that is approached in the following 

chapters and are the key background of this research.  

2.1 Requirements Engineering 

Requirements engineering is the process that bridges the gap between the vague idea of what we 

want a system to do and the task of building the system that will actually work and perform the 

way we want. Nowadays, with agile development, the ideia of the final features of the system 

can change and adapted during the development ultimatly changing the initial view of the 

system. Normally stakeholders (an individual or organization who may affect or be affected by 

the system), want a system that solves a very broad problem, for example, a flight reservation 

portal that will help them sell more tickets. In seeking to describe the purpose of a system, we 

need to look beyond the system itself, and into the human activities that it will support. The 

purpose of the flight reservation portal is not in the technologies that will be used but how the 

system will let customers buy more tickets in a more easy and convenient way. Such problems 

can be quite complex since it involves many different types of people that may have conflicting 

interests. Requirement Engineering helps to deal with that complexity by systematically 

breaking down complex problems into simpler ones so that we can understand them better.  

When designing a system there are two main activities: the business requirements and the 

system requirements. The business requirements are criteria for the software to be successful in 

meeting the user needs. Generally, they focus on the “what” not the “how”.  In the example of 

the flight reservation portal, someone could state that the system shall increase the tickets sold 

by 20%, while for system requirements, that addresses the “how” of the system, it could be that 

the portal is implemented using a certain programming language. For those two types of 

requirements we can have many styles to describe them:   

• Goals describe an observable and measurable end result having one or more objectives to 

be achieved within a more or less fixed timeframe; 

• Functional requirements describe a particular behaviour or function of the system when 

certain conditions are met; 

• Quality requirements describe how a system should behave and what limits there are on 

its functionality; 

• Constraints describe a limitation or restriction that a system has in order to achieve its 

objective; 

• Use cases describe a specific set of interactions between an actor (e.g., end-user) and the 

system under study; 

• User stories describe a set of needs that some stakeholders (e.g., end-users) may have 

regarding the system under study 
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2.2 RSLingo 

The RSLingo name [6] appears from a paronomasia on “RSL” and “Lingo”. “RSL” stands for 

Requirements Specification Language that emphasizes the purpose of formally specifying 

requirements. The language that serves this purpose is RSL-IL, in which “IL” stands for 

Intermediate Language. RSLingo, is a linguistic approach for improving the quality of 

requirements specifications, which is based on two languages and the mapping between them: 

RSL-PL, an extensible language for dealing with information extraction from requirements 

written in natural language; and RSL-IL, a rigorous language with a fixed set of concepts for 

representing and conveying RE-specific concerns. Originally, RSLingo approach considered 

two distinct stages: definition at process-level and usage at project-level. In the process-level, 

there was produced a mapping from RSL-PL to RSL-IL and in the project-level is focused on 

writing the requirements specifications document in natural language. However, to a technical 

user already familiar with the concepts of RE, the Natural Language Processing (NLP) phase 

can be omitted, as there is already a much better understanding of the RE concerns and of its 

documentation process. 

2.3 RSL Language 

 RSLingo  RSL (or just “RSL” for brevity) is a language that was created based on the design of 

the former languages, i.e., ProjectIT-RSL [13], RSL-IL [14] and RSL-PL [13] but also others 

such as Pohl [20],  XIS* [21] and SilabREQ [22]. This language was developed with the 

purpose of creating a pattern language to improve the quality of use cases specifications [23]. 

RSL is a language that includes a rich set of concepts logically arranged into views according to 

multiple RE-specific concerns that exist at business and system abstraction levels (see Table 2-

1). Conceptually, RSL is a process and tool independent language, meaning it can be used and 

adapted by multiple users and organizations with different processes/methodologies and 

supported by multiple types of software tools, namely an Excel spreadsheet template and an 

Eclipse [24] and XText-based tool [25].  

Table 2-1 - Classification of RSL constructs: abstraction levels versus RE specific concerns 
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2.4 RSLingo Tools 

RSLingo features two tools: ITLingo-Studio [11] and RSL Excel Template. ITLingo-Studio 

[11] is a tool that is implemented using an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) called 

Eclipse [24] and Xtext [25] which is a framework for the development of programming 

languages and domain-specific languages. This tool aims to improve and speed up the process 

of validating a project’s System Requirements Specifications (SRS) by making this an 

automatic step. It also features the ability to produce UML Diagrams from these SRS 

documents after being properly validated. RSLingo also features an Excel template with cells 

and parameters that allow the specification of the requirements and then to be imported to 

RSLingo-Studio, which will automatically generate the RSL specification. The RSLingo-Studio 

also allows exporting the RSL specification to the Excel template. 

2.5 Cybersecurity 

Cybersecurity is a set of technologies, processes and practices designed to protect computer 

systems and networks from attacks, which includes theft, damage or disruption. Over the years 

companies and organizations are investing in new systems to store their data and information. 

This information can be, for example, company secrets or confidential client information, 

therefore, must be kept secure and confidential. Attackers see these databases as a target for 

their attacks as this kind of data can be very valuable to certain kind of entities. 

Threat, the probability that an attack will occur on an existing vulnerability, to these systems 

can range from a single hacker to a rogue organization or even a government. These threats can 

lead attack through multiple attack surfaces, which is the sum of vulnerabilities (weaknesses 

that expose risk) of a given system, and in attack vectors, which is the “route” that an attack is 

carried out (i.e. Internet, Bluetooth). 

2.6 Security Requirements  

Security requirements have traditionally been classified as “non-functional” or “quality” 

requirements. Like any other quality requirement, such as usability and performance, it tends to 

be measured, instead of just check if the system has that specific quality [26]. But security 

requirements add additional challenges on top of the ones that exist for traditional quality 

requirements.  

When security requirements are being elicited people tend to express security requirements in 

terms of “bad things” to be prevented such as misuse cases[4]. This proves very challenging as 

it entails proving a negative, i.e. that there is no situation that violates this statement. For 

security requirements is very challenging and “dangerous” to state if a system or part of it is 

completely secure has vulnerabilities are always being discovered in technologies that are in use 

for years, namely the Meltdown and Spectre CPU vulnerabilities [27] especially if human 

beings are included in the system, has human engineering is one of the biggest sources of 

vulnerabilities [28]. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_development_environment
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Another aspect to consider is the context, since a system context can profoundly change the 

security requirements. A system is not isolated, and it operates in an environment that dictates 

which requirements the system shall have. As an example, in a text editor software [26], if the 

software has a confidentiality requirement, it shall have an authentication and encryption 

mechanism. But we should also consider that if this text editor shall have a feature that reads the 

information aloud, that might break that same confidentiality requirement, since if its user 

works in an office with multiple people, then every time this reading aloud feature is used, other 

people in the room will listen to the sensitive information. As a second example, in normal 

situations, we would not think that the air could be part of a problem, but thinking of a data 

centre, an attacker could increase the air temperature to a point of equipment failure, which 

could lead to denial of service. Going back to the text editor example, that same air doesn't need 

to be taken into account. With that in mind, we have to decide which parts of that environment 

we will include in our analysis. The analyst must choose a subset of domains (real-world 

elements) that she/he considers relevant. By so, the analyst defines the system context. 

When considering security, one factor influencing an analyst’s choice about whether or not a 

domain is relevant is the system set of trust assumptions. Trust assumptions are explicit or 

implicit choices to trust a domain to behave as expected and can have a significant impact on 

the security of a system. We can have unlimited trust, like when we have two processes in the 

same organization or trust in a limited way like when we have a “Login portal” that can be 

accessed by users with a valid email address and that authenticates users based on a user-

definable password, this kind of trust is quite low since everyone can access it and can try to 

attack the system. This can also change the amount of resources that the stakeholders might be 

willing to allocate to that specific requirement has it changes the likelihood of the attack and the 

impact on the system in case of the attack.  

2.7 Behavior-driven development testing 

Behavior-driven development (BDD) is a software development process that derived from test-

driven development [29] in which is focused on test-first development where the tests are 

written before the code. BDD has the objective to reduce some common wasteful activities in 

software development such as rework done by misunderstood or vague requirements, technical 

debt caused by reluctance to refactor code or slow feedback cycles caused by silos and hand-

overs. BDD aims to narrow the communication gaps between team members, foster a better 

understanding of the customer and promote continuous communication with real-world 

examples. Examples describe how the software is intended to behave, often illustrating a 

particular business rule or requirement. 
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2.8 Gherkin language  

Gherkin [30] is a Business Readable, Domain Specific Language created especially for behavior 

descriptions. It gives you the ability to remove logic details from behavior tests. This language 

has the purpose of serving as project documentation and automated test being used by multiple 

BDD testing tools namely, Cucumber [31] or Behat [32]. Gherkin uses a set of special keywords 

(e.g. Given, When and Then) to give structure and meaning to executable specifications. Figure 

2-1, shows a small test specified in Gherkin. Each line, with a keyword, then executes a piece of 

code to give test it.  

 

Figure 2-1 - Example of Gherkin syntax 
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3 State of the Art 

In this chapter, firstly we show our research was conducted, explaining each step of the process 

and then we go through each of the selected publication that was relevant to our work and make 

a summary with the main ideas and proposals of the authors highlighting how their work 

influenced our proposal. In the scope of requirements engineering (RE), some researchers have 

proposed techniques to help specify security requirements in a slightly systematic way [1], [3], 

[3], [5], [22]. While there is not a research proposal similar to ours, there were some that help to 

build our proposal. These techniques tackled the elicitation and specification of security 

requirements since those were the tasks that would be most fitted with our objectives. 

3.1 Research Method 

Our research aimed to identify and analyze the available literature on security requirements 

research with respect to the specification of those requirements. Our research followed the 

Systematics Literature Review (SLR) [17] which is defined as a means of identifying, 

evaluating and interpreting all available research relevant to a particular research question, 

topic area, or phenomenon of interest [17]. This method has three phases: planning the review; 

conducting the review; reporting the outcomes from the review. In the next sections, we will go 

through each phase in more detail. Figure 3-1 shows a simple representation of steps and 

respective outcomes of the method used.  

  

Figure 3-1 - The stages that compose the research methodology 
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3.1.1 Planning the review 

The main processes of this phase involved the following tasks: defining which areas our search 

would focus and defining the keywords. 

Task-1: In this task, we defined the areas in each of our reviews would focus. As our work falls 

into multiple areas, namely CS and RE, and in each of those areas there are multiple sub-areas, 

we decided to focus our research on the following topics: “Requirements eliciting”, 

”requirements specification”, “security requirements”, “security requirements specification”, 

“security requirements eliciting”, “threat modelling”, “vulnerabilities specification”, “risk 

assessment”, “reusable requirements”, “reusable security requirements”, “behavior drive 

testing”, “security test specification”. 

Task-2: We defined the relevant keywords and the respective search query. In this scope, we 

intended to make the research more accurate and decrease the number of less relevant results. 

The keyword defined were: “security”; “specification”; “requirements”; “engineering”,” 

reusable”, “eliciting”, “vulnerabilities”, “threat”. To filter the date of the results, we had to 

convert a normal calendar date to Julian format [34]. The equivalent date in Julian format of the 

date 1 January 1999 to 10 September 2017:  2451180.24252 - 2458371.500000. With these 

keywords and a combination of them, we made the following search query:  

“security requirement specification” OR “security requirements engineering” OR “security 

requirements” OR “security requirements eliciting” OR “threat modelling” OR “vulnerabilities 

specification” OR “reusable requirements” OR “reusable security requirements” OR “security 

test specification” daterange: 2451180.24252- 2458371.500000 

3.1.2 Conducting the review 

In this phase, we made our search for articles, papers and books and we also screened those 

results to filter less relevant results.  

Task-1: With the keywords and query defined, we used the Google Scholar search engine, to 

search for papers matching the query and the keywords. Only publications written in English 

and published after the year 1999 were considered. We got approximately one million hits on 

Google scholar but after the third results page we noticed that the publications were not related 

to the topic, so they were ignored. We then started following the citations and related papers that 

the search engine suggested to gather more relevant results. We also used, “ResearchGate”, “ISI 

Web of Knowledge” with no additional relevant hits. After the searching stage, we obtained a 

set of 67 publications. 

Task-2: In this task, we screened the papers to try to filter the papers that were not relevant to 

our research. We did this by reading the title, the keywords and then the abstract. The filtering 

was mainly done by checking if the abstract referred to one of the topics defined in the previous 

phase. After this task, we restricted our selection set to 23 publications to be considered in the 

next task. 
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Task-3: We took into consideration a set of 23 publications in our repository. Those papers 

were then fully analyzed and visual study of their metadata was created.  Figure 3-2 shows a 

graph that shows the distribution of selected publications per year of publication.  

 

Figure 3-3 shows a graph of where the publications were published, showing that the majority 

of the publication was released in conferences and journals. 

 

Figure 3-1 - Selected publications per year (1999-2018) 

 

Figure 3-3 - Relative share of the various paper types in the selected set (Doctoral Thesis, 

Conferences and Journals) 
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3.2 Literature Review 

This section will summarize each of the relevant publication that was used to develop our work. 

The publication presented are displayed chronologically in order to better understand the 

development and growing of the subject approached. 

3.2.1 Frameworks  

Secure tropos: a security-oriented extension of the tropos methodology. Mouratidis and 

Giorgini [3] proposed Secure Tropos, an extension to Tropos methodology, which allows 

considering security issues throughout the development process of multiagent applications. 

Tropos adopts the i* modelling framework with concepts of actors, goals, tasks, resources, and 

social dependencies for defining the obligations between actors. To enable developers to 

adequately capture security requirements they introduced the concept of constraint and 

discussed how to extend the Tropos concepts with security in mind.  

Security Requirements Engineering: A Framework for Representation and Analysis [26] 

Haley et al. presents a framework for security requirements elicitation and analysis called 

security requirements engineering framework (SREF). This framework is based on constructing 

a context for the system, representing security requirements as constraints, and developing 

satisfaction arguments for the security requirements. The system context is described using a 

problem-oriented notation, then is validated against the security requirements through the 

construction of a satisfaction argument. The satisfaction argument consists of two parts: a 

formal argument that the system can meet its security requirements and a structured informal 

argument supporting the assumptions expressed in the formal argument. The construction of the 

satisfaction argument may fail, revealing either that the security requirement cannot be satisfied 

in the context or that the context does not contain enough information to develop the argument. 

In this case, designers and architects are asked to provide additional design information to 

resolve the problems. 

Modelling Reusable Security Requirements based on an Ontology Framework [35] 

Lasheras et al. framework allow detecting the incompleteness and inconsistency in requirements 

to achieve semantic processing in requirements analysis.  They defined some reusable 

knowledge encapsulated in ontologies. They defined two kinds of ontologies: a risk analysis 

ontology and a requirements ontology. The risk analysis ontology is based on MAGERIT, the 

information systems risk analysis and management method of the Spanish public 

administration. This ontology includes five types of risk elements: Asset, Threat, Safeguard, 

Valuation dimension, and Valuation criteria. The ontology organizes requirements into software 

requirements and system requirements. The authors rely on semantic queries on the ontology to 

verify the correctness of the requirements. 
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A privacy threat analysis framework: supporting the elicitation and fulfillment of privacy 

requirements. Deng et al. [2] proposed a comprehensive framework and a systematic 

methodology to model privacy-specific threats known as the LINDDUN methodology. That 

framework includes seven privacy threat types: unlikability, anonymity and pseudo-anonymity, 

plausible deniability, undetectability and unobservability, confidentiality, user content 

awareness, and policy and consent compliance. Moreover, based on this framework, they 

provided a set of privacy-specific threat tree patterns that can be used to support a threat 

analysis.  

 

3.2.2 Models and definitions  

FIRST [10] is an international confederation of trusted computer incident response teams who 

cooperatively handle computer security incidents and promote incident prevention programs. 

FIRST offers a set of practices and tools to help characterize vulnerabilities, namely the 

“Common Vulnerability Scoring System” (CVSS) [36] that provides a way to capture the 

characteristics of vulnerabilities and produce a numerical score reflecting their severity.  

Using Abuse Case Models for Security Requirements Analysis [9] McDermott et al. propose 

a specification of interactions between a system and one or more actors, where the results of 

these interactions are harmful to the system, one of the actors, or one of the stakeholders in the 

system, called “Abuse case”. An abuse case is described using the same strategy as a use case: 

use case diagrams and use case text. Both are represented by the same symbols this allows to 

create abuse case specifications in the standard notation such as UML and to use design. Both 

concepts are distinguished by keeping them separate and labelling the diagrams. This modelling 

technique has a significant benefit since many developers who work on the security features of 

software do not understand mathematical security models. Abuse cases are also more easily 

understood by other project engineering personnel who are not familiar with such models. 

Security Development Lifecycle [37]. Microsoft also defined a process to help developers 

build more secure applications named as Security Development Lifecycle (SDL) [37]. This 

process includes the following phases: Requirements (security requirements are established); 

Design (the attack surface and threat modelling are analyzed); Implementation (the system is 

implemented); Verification (the system is tested); and Release (the software is released). The 

design phase was the most significant contribution as it includes the threat modelling and 

analysis. This phase incorporates four steps: Diagram (create a data flow diagram of the 

system); Identify threats (using the data flow diagram and the STRIDE [38] model to identify 

threats); Mitigate (address each threat identified); and Validate (validate the whole threat 

model). 

Specifying Reusable Security Requirements [7] Firesmith, et al. suggests using textual 

security requirements templates in order to make security requirements highly reusable, unlike 

typical functional requirements that are not. An example of a reusable parameterized template 
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for specifying an integrity security requirement is followed: 

‘‘The [application center/business unit] shall protect the data it transmits from corruption (e.g., 

unauthorized addition, modification, deletion, or reply) due to [unsophisticated/somewhat 

sophisticated/sophisticated] attack during execution of [a set of interactions/use cases] as 

indicated in [specified table].’’ 

Users of these templates can manually replace the brackets according to their different 

applications. The author provides an asset-centered and reuse-based procedure for requirements 

and security teams to analyze security requirements containing 13 steps, starting by identifying 

the valuable assets, identifying threats, and estimating vulnerabilities. The steps end by 

specifying requirement through the instantiation of templates based on the parameters from the 

previous steps.  

Deriving Security Requirements from Crosscutting Threat Descriptions [39] Haley et al. 

illustrates how representing threats as crosscutting concerns aids in determining the effect of 

security requirements on the functional requirements. Assets are first enumerated, and then 

threats on these assets are listed. The points where assets and functional requirements join are 

examined to expose vulnerabilities to the threats. Security requirements, represented as 

constraints, are added to the functional requirements to reduce the scope of the vulnerabilities. 

These requirements are used during the analysis and specification process, thereby incorporating 

security concerns into the functional requirements of the system. To describe the threats, they 

use a composition of threat description with functional requirements to derive security 

requirements. A threat description is a descriptive phrase of the form performing action X on/to 

asset Y could cause harm Z.  A threat description is represented by a tuple (threat, asset), where 

the tuple element ‘threat’ is itself a tuple (action, harm). The first threat description example is 

shown in tuple form below: ( ( exposing, loss of revenue, business plan) ). The action in a threat 

description is the inversion of some common security goal, such as confidentiality. The action is 

not intended to describe an attack, which is an act (or sequence of acts) of an attacker carried 

out to exploit a vulnerability and therefore carry out a threat.  

Threat Modelling as a Basis for Security Requirements [5] Myagmar et al. published a 

document where they investigate how threat modelling can be used as foundations for the 

specification of security requirements. They try to make their work differ from all other 

publications by creating a model that is more integrated and with a more systematic approach 

toward threat modelling for a complex system. In order to have a good and reliable threat 

model, it cannot be created by simply brainstorming an adversary’s possible intentions. This 

approach is not systematic and is likely to leave large portions of the attack-space 

uninvestigated. An attacker only has to find one security flaw to compromise the whole system. 

Thus, it is important to be systematic during the threat modelling process to ensure that as many 

possible threats and vulnerabilities are discovered by the developers, not the attackers. The 

threat model process proposed by the authors has three high-level steps: characterizing the 

system, identifying assets and access points, and identifying threats. In the first step, we must 

characterize the system preferably by a Data Flow Diagram (DFD) which dissects the 

application into its functional components and indicates the flow of data into and out of the 
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various parts of system components. Unfortunately, not all systems can be easily modelled 

using a DFD. Some systems are so complex that it is impossible to know all software 

components that may be present and thus no assumptions can be made about data flow paths. 

This is especially true for networked systems such as large-scale commodity clusters. 

Networked systems can be viewed via a Network Model, which allows analysts to examine 

communication between computers with different roles. In the second step, we Identify assets 

and access points by answering the 3 questions: (i)Who are my potential adversaries?; 

(ii)What’s their motivation, and what are their goals?; (iii)How much inside information do they 

have? 

In the last step, we identify the threats, the goal of this step is to identify threats to the system 

using the information gathered so far. A threat is the adversary’s goal, or what an adversary 

might try to do to a system.  After these steps, the security requirements for the system can be 

defined. 

Core Security Patterns: Best Practices and Strategies for J2EE, Web Services, and 

Identity Management [40]. At a more concrete level, Stell et al.  discussed practices and 

strategies to deal with and implement security in Java-based web applications using an 

extensive number of security patterns, which we consider at a more concrete and solution level.  

Common Criteria [41] The Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation 

is an international standard for computer security certification which assures that the process of 

specification, implementation and evaluation of a computer security product has been conducted 

in a rigorous, standard and repeatable manner at a level that corresponds with the target 

environment for use. By using standards like CC in the design and evaluation of 

Catalogue4CyberSecurity, it is assured that the system goals used are vastly tested, secure and 

reliable, as these processes are certified by the numerous country members. 

The STRIDE Threat Model [38]. Microsoft created a set of categories to help to define and 

formulate the addressed threat problem. The categories in which each threat is fitted on are: 

Spoofing identity, Tampering with data, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service 

and Elevation of privilege.  

Eliciting security requirements with misuse cases [42] Sindre et al. extends the traditional use 

case approach to also consider misuse cases, which represent behaviour not wanted in the 

system to be developed. Misuse cases are initiated by misusers. A misuser is an actor that 

initiates misuse cases, either intentionally or inadvertently. They have two representations: a 

graphical diagram and a textual specification. Misuse cases were initially developed without 

relying on any kind of knowledge repositories. However, Sindre et al.  defined an approach 

based on a repository of generic misuse cases (generic threats and generic security 

requirements).  Sindre et al. represent the reused knowledge using generic misuse cases. Each 

misuse case has a name, summary, preconditions, misuser interactions, systems interactions, 

and postconditions. Authors suggest two main reusable artefacts: Generic threats (e.g., spoofing, 

i.e., a misuser gaining access to the system by pretending to be a regular user) and generic 

security requirements (e.g., access control) described independently of particular application 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_standard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_security
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domains. Authors provide a way to use/reuse this repository through some guidelines. These 

guidelines are important for research on misuse cases because they are starting points for 

evaluating misuse cases empirically. These guidelines are composed of five steps: identify 

critical assets in; define security goals; identify threats; identify and analyze risks and define 

security requirements. 

A catalog of security requirements patterns for the domain of cloud computing systems 

[33] Beckers et al. propose a catalogue of security and privacy requirement patterns that support 

software engineers in eliciting security requirements. A security pattern is a general reusable 

solution to a commonly occurring problem in software design. They show how security 

requirements can be classified according to cloud security and privacy goals. For that purpose, 

they use a framework called ClouDAT, that allow them to elicit security requirements with little 

effort, as it includes a structural meta-model of a cloud system and a corresponding context-

pattern and templates. With the security requirements elicited, they propose patterns for the 

solutions and also templates for new solutions. This patterns and templates have the purpose to 

decrease the risk of underspecifying security requirements for a given cloud scenario and to 

align the requirements with the required documentation for an ISO 27001 certification [43]. 

Inferring Security Requirements from Natural Language Requirements Artefacts [44]. 

Maria et al. proposes a process to support secure software development by systematically 

identifying and specifying implied security requirements of a system using empirically-

developed security requirements patterns, it takes as input existing natural language 

requirements artefacts and produces a set of candidate security requirements for the system as 

output. A security pattern is a general reusable solution to a commonly occurring problem in 

software design. This process automatically identifies security properties implied by sentences 

in the input and suggest applicable security requirements patterns for that scenario. The analyst 

is then able to select and instantiate appropriate patterns to specify security requirements for the 

system. To automatically identify the security properties, they manually defined a labelled 

corpus of requirement sentences with security properties implied by those sentences (such as 

confidentiality, integrity, availability, accountability, and privacy) using a classification guide. 

To support the specification of security requirements based on the implied security properties, 

they have empirically developed a set of 35 security requirements patterns such as “prevent 

unauthorized access to information”, “detect unauthorized disclosure of information” and 

“analyze audit records to detect malicious activity”.  

Caramujo et al. [45][46] propose the RSL-IL4Privacy, a domain-specific language defined 

originally as a privacy-aware profile that identified the main concepts of current privacy policies 

[47]. RSL-IL4Privacy allows specifying privacy policies by providing constructs such as data 

type, data recipient and enforcement mechanism, which are necessary to specify and document 

privacy-related requirements. However, it is targeted to just privacy policies and not support the 

general specification of security concerns. 
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3.3 Literature Discussion 

While there have been publications that try to specify security requirements in a slightly 

systematic way [1], [3], [3], [5], [22], there is not one that can achieve a fully reusable and 

systematic specification of requirements.  

The frameworks presented in the previous section [2], [3], [35], [26] show how security 

concerns are represented in a specification of a system. Haley et al. [26] framework helped us 

understand which parts of threats were crucial to identifying and their relationships with other 

concerns in the system. Also, in the frameworks of Mouratidis and Giorgini [3], Deng et al. [2] 

and Lasheras et al. [35]  we could identify how requirements were elicited and how the final 

threat analysis was done in order for us to meet those needs. 

The publications that proposed models and definitions, had the most relevance to our work since 

they describe how security concerns are categorised and described in a rigorous way [4], [9]. 

With this knowledge, we can understand how major sources describe threats and vulnerabilities 

in their databases [10], [41] and what categories and forms they fit. This would be the structure 

of our extension to the language since it must be compatible with already existing specifications 

in order to easily port the requirements to our language. Also, in these publications, we 

understood how security requirements can be specified to be reused in multiple systems [7], 

[39] [33], [40]. 

Table 3-1 shows for each paper type of publication and the type of research. The papers were 

classified into: 

• Solution proposal: papers that discuss new or revised techniques. 

• Evaluation research: papers that investigate a practice or an implementation in practice 

and report the lessons learned. 

• Validation research: papers that investigate the properties of a solution proposal that has 

not yet been deployed in practice. 

• Opinion papers: papers that contain the author’s opinion about a research or practice 

subject. 

• Tool Proposal: papers that present a tool to be implemented in a specific problem 

• Evaluation paper: papers that evaluate a specific tool or solution. 

Some papers covered more than one category. 
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Table 3-1 - Type and number of selected publications 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Solution Proposal Evaluation Tool 
Solution + 

validation + tool 

Solution + 

validation 

Journal 1 [7] 

5 

[48][49][50][51]

[52] 

1 [53] - 1 [9] 

Conference 3 [4][35][39] 2 [54][55] 3 [5] [26][33] 4 [2][6][15][23] 2 [3][56] 

Doctoral Thesis 
- 

 
- - 1 [44] - 

Total 4 (17.39%) 7 (30.43%) 4 (17.39%) 5 (21.73%) 3 (13.04%) 
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4 RSLingo4Cybersecurity Language 

RSLingo4Cybersecurity extends the original RSL language with concerns of cybersecurity. In 

the next sub-sections, we discuss the new concepts and the modifications of already existing 

ones to fit the needs of current security concerns.  

As briefly introduced in chapter 3 there are many concepts and terms that emerge from the 

literature when we want to specify and analyze the system’s security concerns. Some of these 

concepts are: vulnerabilities, attacks, threats, risks, treatments measures, requirements, goals, 

misuse cases and abuse cases. In this section, we discuss how to properly define and relate these 

common concepts. To support our discussion, we introduce a set of sentences that exemplify 

some of these concerns: sentences S1 to S6 in Table 4-1. 

Based on these sentences we discuss the need for extending the core of the RSL language for a 

better classification of requirements (Section 4.1) and then for specifying other security-specific 

concerns (Section 4.2). 

Table 4-1. Example of sentences with security concerns. 

S1 
System shall guarantee that communications between the client and the server are kept private by 

some encryption technique. 

S2 
System shall guarantee that communications between the client and the server are kept private by 

using TLS 1.3 protocol. 

S3 A vulnerability in the login form allows the attack to inject code into the database. 

S4 The sanitization of the data received from untrusted source prevents injection of code. 

S5 An attacker can use vulnerabilities of MongoDB to access and modify a database. 

S6 
Dave inserts an infected USB pen into a company computer and infects the network of the company 

with malware. 

4.1 Extended Classification of Requirements 

RSL language provides a large set of concepts that allow specifying different types of 

requirements, such as business and system goals, use cases, quality requirements, constraints or 

user stories [8], [12]. In addition, each type of requirement has its own specific classification 

schema. For instance, system goals can be further classified as security, usability etc. However, 

from the analysis of the related work (see Section 3) and also from our preliminary attempts to 

specify reusable requirements, we verified the need for some extension schema to better classify 

these requirements. RSLingo4Cybersecurity extends the original RSL language with security 

concerns.  
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In this way, we address the needs of system designers to specify security requirements aligned 

with the goals of their system. This language extension starts by redefining the Requirement 

concept. As shown in table 4-2, we introduce three new properties to specify a requirement: 

IsPositive, IsAbstract and IsProblem. By default, and if not explicitly stated, a requirement is 

classified as a positive, abstract and problem-oriented requirement. 

The isPositive property allows to state if the requirement is positive or negative. If the 

requirement is positive then it means it shall be supported or provided by the system, while a 

negative requirement shall be avoided or at least mitigated by the system. A negative 

requirement is used mainly in security and safety contexts when we want to specify unwanted 

situations, commonly referred to as misuse cases or abuse cases. An example of a negative 

requirement is the sentence S6 that briefly defines a negative use case (or misuse case). 

The isAbstract property allows to state if the requirement is abstract or concrete. An abstract 

requirement means it is specified in a somehow general and imprecise way, while a concrete 

requirement that it is specified in a more specific and clear way. Of course, this classification is 

itself subjective, hard to apply and directly depends on its context and the background of the 

people involved. An example of an abstract and concrete requirement is, respectively, S1 and 

S2: S1 [“…data… are kept private”] refers a confidential-related goal in an abstract way; while 

S2 [“data… kept private by using TLS 1.3 protocol”] extends the previous requirements with 

some more specific information. 

The isProblem property allows identifying if the requirement is stated as a problem or as a 

solution (for some problem). In general, a requirement is stated as a problem and consequently 

focusses on the what of the system; that is the common situation, for example of use case based 

specifications. However, in other situations, we want requirements that explicitly express the 

solution (i.e., the how) for an identified problem. We may also adopt the expression 

“requirement patterns” for the solution-oriented requirements. An example of a solution 

requirement is S4 that recommends the sanitization of the data received from untrusted sources 

to avoid injection-based attacks. In the context of security requirements specification, there are 

concepts that shall not be “requirements” because they do not represent needs or wishes from 

the stakeholders. For instance, the sentences S3 and S5 are examples of such information that 

namely refer vulnerabilities (S3), threats or risks (S5). Consequently, some questions appear 

when we intend to refer to these new concepts, for instance: what properties shall be added for 

defining them? what classification schema shall be adopted?, or how shall we relate 

requirements with risks and vulnerabilities?  

Table 4-2 summarizes the classification of requirements according to these additional 

properties, and table 4-3 classifies the sentences introduced above in 4-1, according to this 

schema. 
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Table 4-2. Summary of the additional requirement properties 

 isPositive isAbstract isProblem 

Yes Positive requirement 
Requirement defined in an 

abstract way 

Requirement defined as a 

problem 

No 
Negative requirement, e.g. misuse 

case or abuse case 

Requirement defined in a more 

concrete way 

Requirement defined as a 

solution 

 

Table 4-3. Classification of the security-specific concerns  

Sentence Requirement type isPositve isAbstract isProblem 

S1 Goal Yes Yes Yes 

S2 Goal Yes No Yes 

S3 Vulnerability - - - 

S4 Goal Yes No No 

S5 Risk - - - 

S6 Misuse Case No No Yes 

 

4.2 Security-Specific Extension 

Figure 4-1 illustrates our proposal: the partial meta-model of the proposed security-specific 

extension of RSL. The key concepts on the meta-model are Vulnerability and Risk since every 

other entity, namely Risk treatment, are related to one of those entities.  
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Figure 4-1 - RSL Security Extension Meta-model 

4.2.1 Vulnerability  

A vulnerability is a potential risk to a system, a flaw in the system under consideration that 

opens it to an attack or exploits which will lead to damage or loss of property. The Vulnerability 

added to RSL is based on the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [36]. CSVV 

gathers the characteristics of vulnerabilities and gives them a score, reflecting its severity. In 

that way, an organization can properly assess and prioritize the treatment of its asset’s 

vulnerabilities. The RSL Vulnerability construct has the following properties: id, name and 

description; an attack that describes how the vulnerability can be exploited; and score, e.g. in a 0 

(low) to 10 (maximum) scale, that identifies its severity and may help prioritize it. A 
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vulnerability can also be exploited by a “route” or “path that is formally defined as “Attack 

vector”  falling into one of the following types, accordingly with the CVSS taxonomy [36]:  

• Network: when the vulnerable component is bound to the network stack and the attacker's 

path is through OSI layer 3 (the network layer). An example of a network attack is when an 

attacker causes a denial of service (DoS) by sending a specially crafted TCP packet from 

across the public Internet.  

• Adjacent Network: when the vulnerable component is bound to the network stack, 

however, the attack is limited to the same shared physical network (e.g. Bluetooth, IEEE 

802.11) or logical network (e.g. local IP subnet) and cannot be performed across an OSI 

layer 3 boundary (e.g. a router).  

• Local: when the vulnerable component is not bound to the network stack and the attacker's 

path occurs via read/write/execute capabilities. In some cases, the attacker is logged in 

locally to exploit the vulnerability; in other situations, he may rely on user interactions to 

execute a malicious file.  

• Physical: when the attacker physically manipulates the vulnerable component. An example 

is an attacker using a pen with malicious files directly into a USB port. 

• Organizational: by manipulating the organization namely through its employees. An 

example could be an attacker kidnap-ing an employee with admin credentials and making a 

transfer of company money to his account. 

Furthermore, a vulnerability is classified accordingly with CVE Details database [57] by the 

following categories: 

• Denial of service occurs when an attacker takes action that prevents legitimate users from 

accessing targeted computer systems, devices or other network resources. 

• Code execution occurs when the output or content served from a Web application can be 

manipulated in such a way that it triggers server-side code execution. 

• Overflow occurs when a program while writing data to a buffer, overruns the buffer's 

boundary and overwrites adjacent memory locations. 

• Memory corruption occurs in a computer system when its memory is altered without an 

explicit assignment. 

• SQL injection occurs when an attacker can execute malicious SQL statements that control 

a web application’s database server. 

• Cross-site scripting occurs when an attacker uses a web application to send malicious 

code, generally in the form of a browser side script, to a different end user. 

• Directory transversal to access files and directories that are stored outside the web root 

folder. 

• HTTP response splitting occurs when the attacker tricks the web server by sending to 

HTTP responses in one request, this can be to perform Cross-site scripting.  

• Bypass something occurs when an attacker can bypass some kind of security measure i.e. 

a firewall.  
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• Gain information occurs when an attacker gains confidential information from a victim or 

system. 

• Gain privileges occur when an attacker gains privileges on a system that are not intended 

for his user profile. 

• Cross-site Request Forgery occurs when the attacker forces an end user to execute 

unwanted actions on a web application in which they're currently authenticated. 

• File inclusion occurs when an application builds a path to executable code using an 

attacker-controlled variable in a way that allows the attacker to control which file is 

executed at runtime. 

These categories can somehow overlap since some of them are more broad, such as Code 

execution or Bypass something, while other are more specific, namely Cross-site scripting. That 

way the vulnerabilities can be classified into a standard and more specific category or, if a 

vulnerability is a more unusual one, it can be classified as a more vague/broad category. 

Specification 4-1 shows an example of a vulnerability specification of the Near Field 

Communication (NFC) technology.  

 

Specification 4-1 - Vulnerability Specification Example 

4.2.2 Risk  

Risks and threats are synonymous in the sense that they both identify events that can happen: 

threats represent events with a negative consequence, while risks can represent events with 

either a negative (threat) or positive (opportunity) consequence. In the cybersecurity domain, the 

term “threat” is more commonly used than “risk”, as it normally represents such negative 

events, but we decided to adopt the broader “risk” term as it could be applied in other domains. 

A risk can be associated with several vulnerabilities of some “asset” (e.g., the entire system, the 

supported operating system, the database). In addition, we can define for each risk multiple 

treatment measures. Such measures are classified by a treatment strategy (e.g. avoid, mitigate, 

transfer/share or accept) and can be assigned to a security-specific requirement, preferentially a 

“solution-oriented” requirement as previously defined. 

As security requirements protected assets from harm, so we must first specify the risks to those 

assets. In our risk specification, we must start by defining a unique identifier (Id) and a name. 

When identifying a risk, it is helpful to think of various attacks in terms of some general classes, 

so we adopted the STRIDE threat taxonomy [23] to identify security risk types. STRIDE is an 

acronym for Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service, and 

Elevation of privilege. These risks are the negation of the security properties, namely 

Vulnerability vu_security_config :IT :IT_GainPrivileges[ 
 attack "attacker uses NFC to pair with the device through bluetooth" 
 attackVector IT_AdjacentNetwork 
  description "user just enables NFC and makes no other changes to the device           

permissions"] 
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confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, authorization and non-repudiation.  

• Spoofing: Using someone else’s credentials to gain access to otherwise inaccessible assets. 

• Tampering: Changing data to mount an attack. 

• Repudiation: Occurs when a user denies performing an action, but the target of the action 

has no way to prove otherwise. 

• Information disclosure: The disclosure of information to a user who does not have 

permission to see it. 

• Denial of service: Reducing the ability of valid users to access resources. 

• Elevation of privilege: Occurs when an unprivileged user gains privileged status.  

A risk can also be composed by another risk, so we shall allow a “partOf” relation, as well as an 

“isA” relation, in the case a risk is derived from another more general or abstract risk. Also, 

using the original requirement concept with one of the three new properties introduced earlier 

(IsPostive, IsAbstract, isProblem), IsPositive, we can specify negative requirements that can be 

related to a Risk. As an example, we could specify a negative requirement, “The 

communications done in our system shall use clear text” and in the “Risk” specify in detail the 

negative requirement. 

4.2.3 Risk Treatment 

The severity of a risk shall be defined to prioritize and treat it accordingly; for that purpose, 

some risk impact model shall be considered. Common risk impact models consider as the input 

the likelihood and the consequence of the risk and produce the risk impact level with the mean 

value of the two previous inputs. After defining the severity, it is possible to determine how to 

treat each risk according to the following risk treatment strategies:  

• Accept, when the risk impact is so low that it is worth just accepting it;  

• Transfer, when transferring the risk to some other entity via insurance, contracts etc; 

• Mitigate, when reducing the risk impact level with countermeasures, such as requiring a 

long password, an encrypted communication; 

• Avoid, when removing the system component or feature associated with the risk because 

the risk impact is too high, and the organization cannot cope with it. 

After identifying the best treatment can best address the risk, the analyst can also specify the 

concrete measure or solution for that problem; for instance, a system goal can be assigned as a 

convenient solution to treat a given risk. 

When we are specifying a security of a system, normally we want to have no risk on our system, 

but is often impossible to mitigate every risk, and even if this could be done, it would almost 

certainly take place at the cost of decreased usability. This happens because security limits the 

options that a system can have, a good example would be of password requirements: a simple 

password of four numbers, is easy to input and to remember but would offer low security since 

a computer using a brute-force approach(test all combinations possible) it would take two 
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hundred nanoseconds to match the password, while a password with one symbol, one number, 

twelve letters with one in caps lock, would take two hundred and four million years, but at the 

cost of low usability since you are restricting the options of the user. 

Securing systems is about trade-offs when we implement a security mechanism we have to 

spend time and money and it does not make sense to have a million-euro vault to protect a 5-

euro bill, but it would make sense to protect a ton of gold bars. Finding an ideal balance is often 

quite a challenge since security measures should be employed only up to the point where the 

cost to implement them does not exceed the expected risk.  

The last attribute for the risk is the description of that same risk. The purpose of this description 

is to provide a brief clarification of the risk. 

Specification 4-2 shows a partial specification of a Risk, where it specifies NFC replay attack 

with the treatment of that Risk. The Goal “g_confidentiality” will mitigate the Risk. 

 

Specification 4-2  - Risk Specification Example 

4.2.4 Acceptance Criteria 

Based on the Gherkin [30] language it is possible to specify a test or acceptance criteria of a 

Risk using the keywords “Given”, “When”, “Then”. When specifying an acceptance criteria we 

start by stating if it is a valid or invalid one, being a valid one it has to pass all steps to be 

accepted, on the contrary, if it is an invalid one it must at least fail one step to be accepted, this 

proves useful as we can specify, for example, an attack from the point of view of the 

“defender”/victim (valid) or from the point of view of the attacker (invalid). As a future work, 

this testing specification could be converted in executable testing code. Specification 4-3 shows 

a specification of acceptance criteria from the NFC technology where is starts by the 

specification that the acceptance criteria is “Invalid” meaning it must fail at least one step in 

order to pass the whole test, following the specification of the steps of the test and finally the 

description. 

 

Specification 4-3 Acceptance Criteria Specification Example 

 

Risk r_relay_attack :IT :IT_InformationDisclosure[  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_confidentiality]   
 description "The attacker intercept the communications and sends them to 

another device by the internet without the sender knowing"] 

acceptanceCriteria ac1:Invalid [   
  scenario "The attacker intercept the communications and sends them to 
another device by the internet without the sender knowing" 
  given "attacker is in close proximity of the communicating devices" 
  and "attacker as an antenna and a card emulator" 
  when "attacker capture and resend the packages in time" 
   then "attacker can eavesdrop and modify original data "]  
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4.2.5 Security Relations 

Adapting the concept from RSLingo, relations between the security concepts, for example, risks 

with security requirements, use cases with misuse cases, misuse cases with security 

requirements. These security relations will be specified like normal relations with some 

additional relationships. There will be an Id and name for the source and the target entity, a 

“DependsOn Type” and a description. On the “DependsOn Type” we will have the following 

options: Requires; Supports; Obstructs; Conflicts; Identical; Relates; Threaten; Mitigates; Other. 

Specification 4-4 shows a specification of a relation between two system elements, in this case, 

Risks, that support each other. 

 

Specification 4-4 - Elements Relations Specification Example 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SystemElementsRelation as: Supports [ source th_dos target th_record] 
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5 RSLingo4Cybersecurity Catalogue 

A catalogue (or library) of RSL specifications is organized as a hierarchy of folders with a set of 

files (or packages in the RSL terminology) of reusable systems. For simplicity reasons, an RSL 

package defines the specifications of just one system. The objective of this catalogue is to 

aggregate multiple packages with reusable specifications. In this way, known problems and 

well-tested solutions (security patterns [15], [33], [40]) to generic systems are easily accessible 

and reused by concrete system specifications. In the next sub-sections, we will discuss the 

structure and features of the Catalogue4Cybersecurity. The complete Catalogue4Cybersecurity 

can be found at [11]. 

5.1 Catalogue Folder Structure 

Figure 5-1 illustrates the main folder hierarchy as managed in the scope of the ITLingo-Studio 

tool. The top-level folder “Catalogue” has sub-folders containing reusable specifications for 

different domains, namely for cybersecurity: the “Catalogue4CyberSecurity” folder. This folder 

includes generic security packages organized by system classes, such as 

“Generic_Application_EN”, “Generic_DBMS_EN”, “Generic_Physical_DB_EN”. The other 

top-level folder is “Projects” where concrete systems are specified, e.g. 

“CashConnect_ATM_EN”, “SmartToys_EN”.  
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Figure 5-1 - Catalogue structure 

5.1.1 Systems 

A system can be seen as a set of elements in interaction, can be composed of other subsystems, 

and may have relations with other enabling systems (e.g., a system may communicate with 

others) [58]. As suggested in figure 5-2, a System aggregates the definition of several 

SystemElements, which can be Requirements, Risks, Vulnerabilities, but also Actors, Includes, 

etc. A system represents an IT asset or a business as a socio-technical system, and so, a system 

is classified by a type suggesting common layers that exist at both business and IT levels, 

namely: Business, Application, SoftwareSystem and HardwareSystem. Additionally and 

optionally, a system can be further classified by a subtype with values like, represented in table 

5-1. Business system represents the business or organizational layer composed of organizational 

structures, business processes, business resources, etc. Application represents the software 

application layer composed of multiple types of applications. SoftwareSystem represents the 

software infrastructure layer composed of virtual machines, operating systems, database servers, 

application servers. HardwareSystem represents the hardware infrastructure composed of 

computer servers, smartphones, desktops, sensors, etc.   

Moreover, a system is also classified by another property: isFinal/isReusable. By default, if not 

explicitly expressed, a system is defined as a final system. The isFinal property states the 

system as some final system, meaning that their elements are not reusable. Oppositely, the 
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isReusable means at such a system represents a generic class of systems, and so, its elements 

can be reusable by other, either concrete or reusable, systems.  

 

Figure 5-2 - Package, System and SystemElements taxonomy 

Table 5-1- Assets taxonomy 

Type Sub-types 

Business 
Business_Education | Business_EnergyAndUtilities | Business_FinanceAndBanks | 

Business_Health | Business_IT | Business_Other 

Application 
Application_Web | Application_Mobile | Application_Desktop | Application_Sensor | 

Application_Actuator | Application_Other 

SoftwareSystem 

SoftwareSystem_VM | SoftwareSystem_OS | SoftwareSystem _DBMS | 

SoftwareSystem_WebClient | SoftwareSystem_WebServer | 

SoftwareSystem_Application | SoftwareSystem_EmailClient | 

SoftwareSystem_EmailClient | SoftwareSystem_EmailServer | 

SoftwareSystem_OfficeTool | SoftwareSystem_Other | SoftwareSystem_OtherServer | 

SoftwareSystem_OtherClient 

HardwareSystem 

HardwareSystem_Server | HardwareSystem_Desktop | HardwareSystem_Laptop | 

HardwareSystem_Smartphone | HardwareSystem_Smartwatch | 

HardwareSystem_Sensor | HardwareSystem_Actuator | HardwareSystem_Storage | 

HardwareSystem_Printer | HardwareSystem_Network | HardwareSystem_Other 

Package

Requirement

System

«enumeration»

SystemType

 Business

 Application

 SoftwareServer

 Device

 Other

SystemElement

Include Risk Vulnerability

*

+element

1

+source *
import

+target *
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5.1.2 Imports, References and Includes 

When defining a system, if we want to reuse elements defined in another system, first we have 

to explicitly define an import dependency for that system, and so we gain access to the elements 

defined in it. Therefore, we may reuse these elements adopting one of the following approaches: 

Access by Reference: The elements defined in our source system can reference any element 

defined in the imported systems. Access by copy: Alternatively to access by reference, we may 

decide to include in the specification of our source system all or some specific elements defined 

at the imported systems; for that purpose, we shall use, respectively, the RSL IncludeAll or 

Include elements. The use of include elements implies the generation of a new system 

specification version where all these include elements shall be replaced by their original 

elements, yet with the possibility to replace some textual parts.  

5.1.3 Multi-language 

As shown in figure 5-3, it is possible to see that every file has an extension, namely “EN” or 

“PT”. This represents the language in which that file is written, English and Portuguese, 

respectively. In our current version of the catalogue, we have packages specified in English and 

Portuguese, but more languages are supported simply by adding the language code added as an 

extension to the file, indicating in which langue it is written. 

Our catalogue by supporting packages specified in a different language we reach a greater range 

of users. Also, when a system is produced and deployed in a non-English speaking country it 

only makes sense that the system is specified in that country native language to facilitate the 

communication between the stakeholders and developers being native speakers. 

5.1.4 Macro-Vision 

Figure 5-3 represents the current state of the Catalogue4Cybersecurity that includes 45 

vulnerabilities, 125 risks, 288 goals, 30 BDD tests and 37 terms definition. These concerns are 

aggregated in 28 systems in which 3 are translated into Portuguese.  

These systems are categorized into 4 system types, Business, Application, SoftwareSystem and 

HardwareSystem, of which we have 11, 5, 9 and 5 systems respectively. These systems are 

taken from reliable sources (see section 6.2) with the objective to be reused in final systems. 

In the catalogue, we also have 4 projects that represent real-life systems that reuse and import 

reusable systems from our catalogue. These projects represent systems/products that are 

commercialized in the actual market. By instantiating these systems, we can test if the RSL 

language meet the needs to specify real-life systems. 
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Figure 5-3 - Current version of Catalogue4Cybersecurity 

 

Figure 5-4, shows a graphical representation of the structure of includes and imports of the 

systems included in the Catalogue4Cybersecurity. Each arrow represents an include or import. 
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Figure 5-4 - Graphical representation of packages relations  
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6 Evaluation 

This chapter discusses the evaluation of the produced catalogue by analysing the current state of 

the Catalogue4Cybersecurity with some examples of specified systems and then comparing the 

results obtained with the related work.  

6.1 Specification Examples 

In the following sections, we will introduce 4 partial-packages, 1 for each system elements, that 

are specified in our Catalogue4Cybersecurity. The full version of the packages can be found in 

the appendixes. The complete Catalogue4Cybersecurity can be found at [11].  

6.1.1 Application - Generic Application (Generic_Application_EN) 

Specification 6-1 shows the specification of a generic application. The specification represents a 

generic application system with very broad specification that can be reused by most 

applications. This specification was based on the paper of Rhee et al. [48]. Figure 6-1 shows the 

relations between the elements specified, in this case, Goals and Risks. The first Risk is called 

“Bypass Security” where the attacker bypasses the security function of the system and it is 

mitigated by two Goals, namely “execution authorization” which protects the system from 

unauthorized access and “anti-malware” which enables a coping system to defend from 

attacker’s malware. The second Risk “Information Tampering” where the attacker changes the 

data transferred between system elements is mitigated by the Goal “communication channel 

security", that secures the communication channels of the system. All the Goals specified are 

Positive, Abstract and Solution.  
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Specification 6-1- Generic Application Specification 

  

Package SecurityCatalogue 
 
System GenericApplication :Application  [ isReusable   
 description "This system represents a generic application with very broad 
specification that can be reused by most applications."] 
  
////////////////goals///////////////////////   

Goal g_channel "communication channel security": Security: Security_Confidentiality 
[ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide a secure communication channel to 

ensure reliable data transfer between the  system’s components"]    

Goal g_execution "execution authorization": Security: Security_Authorization [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide a function for executing only the 
authorized processes in the mobile device, and shall not install or 
    remove any unauthorized processes."] 
     
Goal g_anti_malware "anti-malware": Security: Security_Recovery [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide a means of coping with malware that 

infiltrates the  system or that already exists in it."] 

////////////risks///////////////////////////  

Risk th_bypass_sec "Bypass Security": IT: IT_ElevationOfPrivilege[ 
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_anti_malware] 
 treatment t2 : Mitigate[solution g_execution]   
 description "Threat agent can bypass the security functions of the system to 
incapacitate the security features of the system"] 
  
Risk th_info_tamp "Information Tampering":IT: IT_InformationDisclosure[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_channel] 
 description "Threat agent can change the data saved or transferred in the 

system in an unauthorized way."] 
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Figure 6-1 - Generic Application elements relation 

 

6.1.2 Business_IT – Payment_Cards (Payment_Cards_EN) 

Specification 6-2 shows the specification of security guidelines when using payment cards. This 

package represents payment card good practices. This specification was based on the guidelines 

of the Portuguese National Center for Cybersecurity. This package starts by specifying two-term 

definitions in order to define and make clear what type of cards that are approached in the 

package, namely “Debit card” and “Pre-paid Card”, it also specifies three Goals (Positive, 

Concrete and Solution) to the safe usage of payment cards.  
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Specification 6-2 - Payment Cards Specification 

6.1.3 HardwareSystem – USB Drives (USB_Drives_EN) 

Specification 6-3 shows the specification of USB Drives security. This package represents a 

classic USB drive storage defined by US-CERT (United States Computer Emergency Readiness 

Team). Figure 6-2 shows the relations between the elements specified, in this case, Goals and 

Risks. The first Risk is called “r_malware” where the victim introduces a USB drive to its 

device and a malware is installed an information is stolen. This Risk is mitigated by three Goals 

(Positive, Abstract and Solution), namely “g_personal_business_usb”, “g_unknown_USB” and 

“g_disable_autorun”, the last two Goals are not shown in Specification 6.1.3-1 but are fully 

shown in Appendix C. The second Risk “r_usb_lost” where the victim loses its USB drive is 

mitigates by two Goals (Positive, Abstract and Solution), “g_personal_data“ and  

“g_security_features “. 

Package SecurityCatalogue 
 
Import SecurityCatalogue.* 
Import SecurityCatalogue.online_fraud.* 
 
System payment_cards: Business :Business_IT [isReusable vendor "CNCS" description 
"This package represents good payment card care practices recommended by the 
Portuguese National Center for Cybersecurity"] 
      
///////////////term definition//////////////// 
 
Term trm_c_debit "Debit card" :Noun [ 
 description "Associated with a payment account, which allows, among other 
operations, to withdraw money, make payments for goods and services and perform 
ATM transfers. When the card is used the corresponding amount is immediately 
deducted from the balance of the deposit account"] 
 
Term trm_c_prepaid "Pre_paid card" :Noun [ 
 description "This type of card needs to be, previously, charged with a 
certain amount. Normally, this card allows to make the same payments 
or withdrawals of money than a debit card. After use of the card, the value of the 

operation is subtracted from the amount previously charged"] 

//////////////goals//////// 
 
Goal g_pin: Security :Security_Confidentiality [  
 isPositive isConcrete isSolution  
 description "Save the card PIN and destroy the paper it was printed on"] 
 
Goal g_payment:  Security :Security_Confidentiality [   
 isPositive isConcrete isSolution  
 description "When making a payment, do not lose sight of your card and make 
sure you enter the PIN with proper privacy"] 
 
Goal g_receipt:  Security :Security_Accountability [   
 isPositive isConcrete isSolution  
 description "Always request a receipt of the operation performed"] 

 

 

Code Snippet 1Package SecurityCatalogue 
 
Import SecurityCatalogue.* 
Import SecurityCatalogue.online_fraud.* 
 
System payment_cards: Business :Business_IT [isReusable vendor "CNCS" description 
"This package represents good payment card care practices recommended by the 
Portuguese National Center for Cybersecurity"] 
      
///////////////term definition//////////////// 
 
Term trm_c_debit "Debit card" :Noun [ 
 description "Associated with a payment account, which allows, among other 
operations, to withdraw money, make payments for goods and services and perform 
ATM transfers. When the card is used the corresponding amount is immediately 
deducted from the balance of the deposit account"] 
 
Term trm_c_prepaid "Pre_paid card" :Noun [ 
 description "This type of card needs to be, previously, charged with a 
certain amount. Normally, this card allows to make the same payments 
or withdrawals of money than a debit card. After use of the card, the value of the 

operation is subtracted from the amount previously charged"] 

//////////////goals//////// 
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Specification 6-3 - USB Drives specification 

Package SecurityCatalogue 
 
System USB_Drives :HardwareSystem : HardwareSystem_Storage [isReusable description 
"This package represents a classic USB drive storage defined by US-CERT (United 
States Computer Emergency Readiness Team)"] 
 
///////////////Goals////////////// 
 
Goal g_security_features :Security :Security_Recovery [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "Take advantage of security features - Use passwords and 
encryption on your USB drive to protect your data, and make sure  that you have the 
information backed up in case your drive is lost "]  
 
Goal g_personal_business_usb:Security :Security_Confidentiality [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "Keep personal and business USB drives separate - Do not use 
personal USB drives on computers owned by your organization, and do not plug USB 
drives containing corporate information into your personal computer."]  
 
//////////risks//////////// 
 
Risk r_malware: IT :IT_InformationDisclosure [  
  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_antivirus_update] 
 treatment t2: Mitigate [solution g_unknown_USB] 
 treatment t3: Mitigate [solution g_disable_autorun]  
 description "An USB is connected to victims device and a malware is 
installed an information is stolen"] 
 
Risk r_usb_lost: IT [  
  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_ personal_business_usb] 
 treatment t2: Mitigate [solution g_security_features]  
 description "The victims usb is lost or stolen"]  
 

 

 

Package SecurityCatalogue 
 
System USB_Drives :HardwareSystem : HardwareSystem_Storage [isReusable description 
"This package represents a classic USB drive storage by US-CERT (United States 
Computer Emergency Readiness Team)"] 
 
///////////////Goals////////////// 
 
Goal g_security_features :Security :Security_Recovery [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "Take advantage of security features - Use passwords and 
encryption on your USB drive to protect your data, and make sure  that you have the 
information backed up in case your drive is lost "]  
 
Goal g_personal_business_usb:Security :Security_Confidentiality [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "Keep personal and business USB drives separate - Do not use 
personal USB drives on computers owned by your organization, and do not plug USB 
drives containing corporate information into your personal computer."]  
 
//////////risks//////////// 
 
Risk r_malware: IT :IT_InformationDisclosure [  
  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_antivirus_update] 
 treatment t2: Mitigate [solution g_unknown_USB] 
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Figure 6-2 - USB Drives elements relation 

 

6.1.4 SoftwareSystem – Near Field Communication 

(NearFieldCommunication_EN_EN) 

Specification 6-4 specifies Near Field Communication security. The Near Field Communication 

(NFC) is a set of standards for mobile devices designed to establish radio communication with 

each other by being touched together or brought within a short distance. This package was 

based on the Infosec website [59].  The specification 6-4 specifies two Goals (Positive, 

Abstract and Solution), a vulnerability that presents a flaw in the technology that can be 

attacked from an adjacent Network and has a severity score of 8.0 and a Risk. This Risk 

specification has BDD test specified using the Gherkin syntax, in the point of view of the 

attacker using steps to accomplish his goal. This test is specified as invalid (is must fail at least 

one step to pass) and can be used to check if the system is protected against this kind of attack.  
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Specification 6-4  - Near Field Communication specification 

6.2 Results considering the related work  

In this section, we compare the results of our work considering the existing publications. 

The Catalogue4CyberSecurity has been developed and assessed in different application 

domains. Table 6-1 summarizes the information captured and specified in RSL from the main 

references; this table is organized by the sources that most contributed to the catalogue, 

including its packages and respective concerns. The current version of the 

Catalogue4CyberSecurity has considered major references from the cybersecurity community, 

namely the following sources: CVE Details [57], Common Criteria[41], FIRST Common 

Vulnerability Scoring System [10], Beckers et al. [33], Core Security Patterns [40], and the 

Open Web Application Security Project [1].  

Package SecurityCatalogue 
 
System NearFieldCommunication : SoftwareSystem :SoftwareSystem_Other [isReusable  
 description "The Near Field Communication (NFC) is a set of standards for 
mobile devices designed to establish radio communication with each other by being 
touched together or brought within a short distance "] 
 
////////////goals////////////// 
 
Goal g_authenticity "authenticity mechanism " :Security :Security_Authentication [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "The system shall have an signature mechanism to ensure 
authenticity of the devices involved"] 
 
Goal g_integrity "integrity mechanism " :Security :Security_Integrity [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "The system shall have an signature mechanism to ensure 

integrity of the messages exchanged between the devices involved"] 

////////////////////vulnerabilities///////////////// 
Vulnerability vu_security_config :IT :IT_GainPrivileges[ 
 attack "attacker uses NFC to pair with the device through bluetooth" 
 attackVector IT_AdjacentNetwork 
 description "user just enables NFC and makes no other changes to the device 
permissions"] 
  
//////////////risks////////// 
 
Risk r_eavesdropping :IT :IT_InformationDisclosure[  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_confidentiality ]   
 acceptanceCriteria ac1:Invalid [   
  scenario "The attacker blocks the communications between the devices 
and pretends to be one of the devices and sends false data" 
  given "attacker is in close proximity of the communicating devices" 
  and "attacker as an antenna" 
  when "attacker intercepts communication" 
  then "attacker can eavesdrop transmitting data" ]  
 description "The attacker listens to the data exchanged by getting near the 
devices involved"] 

 

 

Package SecurityCatalogue 
 
System NearFieldCommunication : SoftwareSystem :SoftwareSystem_Other [isReusable  
 description "The Near Field Communication (NFC) is a set of standards for 
mobile devices designed to establish radio communication with each other by being 
touched together or brought within a short distance "] 
 
////////////goals////////////// 
 
Goal g_authenticity "authenticity mechanism " :Security :Security_Authentication [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "The system shall have an signature mechanism to ensure 
authenticity of the devices involved"] 
 
Goal g_integrity "integrity mechanism " :Security :Security_Integrity [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "The system shall have an signature mechanism to ensure 

integrity of the messages exchanged between the devices involved"] 

////////////////////vulnerabilities///////////////// 
Vulnerability vu_security_config :IT :IT_GainPrivileges[ 
 attack "attacker uses NFC to pair with the device through bluetooth" 
 attackVector IT_AdjacentNetwork 
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The Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Evaluation (Common Criteria or 

just CC) [41] is an international standard for computer security certification which assures that 

the process of specification, implementation and evaluation of a computer security product has 

been conducted in a rigorous, standard and repeatable manner at a level that corresponds with 

the target environment for use. By using standards like CC in the design and evaluation of 

Catalogue4CyberSecurity it is assured that the system goals used are vastly tested and reliable, 

due to the fact these processes are already certified by the involved country members. Another 

approach used to develop the catalogue was to compile critical security vulnerabilities. The 

main reference used for that purpose was the vulnerabilities identified by the Open Web 

Application Security Project (OWASP) [1].  OWASP is a not-for-profit organization that helps 

organizations to develop, purchase and maintain software applications that can be trusted. With 

the help of a variety of security experts from all over the world, OWASP compiles every year a 

top ten list with the most critical web application security risks. Consequently, the 

vulnerabilities defined in the Catalogue4CyberSecurity include its 2017 list, which assures it is 

accurate and up-to-date. Finally, the book “Core Security Patterns” [40] provides a 

comprehensive set of patterns and pattern-driven approaches for the development of Web 

applications with Java programming language, including Web Tier, Business Tier, Web 

Services Tier and Identity Tier. These patterns were also classified in the RSL framework as 

positive, concrete and solution-oriented system goals for a general type of asset defined as Java-

based web apps. 

Table 6-1 - Summary of the main references considered by the Catalogue4CyberSecurity. 

Source Asset Type Packages Risks 
Vulnerabil

ities 

 
Goals 
 

Common Criteria [5] 
(Organization) 

Hardware 

System  
Various - - 

10 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

Software 

System  
Various - - 

30 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

FIRST [9] 

(Organization) 

Software 

System  
DBMS - 3 

- 

 

Beckers et al. [1] 

(Paper) 

Software 

System 

Cloud 

Systems 
- - 

2 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

 

OWASP [24] (Organization) 
Software 

System  
Various 31 9 

6 (Negative, 

Concrete, 

Problem) 

Core Security Patterns [21] 

(Book) 
Application  

Java Web 

Application 
- - 

10 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_standard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_security
http://searchsoftwarequality.techtarget.com/definition/application
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Deng et al. [2] (Paper) Application 
Web 

Application 
8 2 

1 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

Rhee et al.[48] (Paper) Application Application 10 - 

22 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

Braeuer et al.[55] (Paper) Application 
Application 

Desktop 
8 3 

12 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

Carvalho et al. [54] (Paper) Application 
Application 

Mobile 
14 - 

33 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

Centro Nacional de 

Ciberseguranca [60] 

(Organization) 

Business Business IT 5 2 

59 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

United States Computer 

Emergency Readiness Team 

[61] (Organization) 

Business Business IT 7 3 

48 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

Jeon et al. [49] (Paper) 
Hardware 

System 

Hardware 

System 

Smartphone 

8 5 

13 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

Jain et al. [51] (Paper) Application 
Application 

Sensor 
10 4 

5 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

Minar et al.[52] (Paper) 
Software 

System 

Software 

System 
7 - 

14 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

Infosec Institute [59] (Paper) 
Software 

System 

Software 

System 
6 1 

4 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

Parthasarathy et al. [50] 

(Paper) 

Software 

System 

Software 

System 
6 3 

8 (Positive, 

Concrete, 

Solution) 

 

Considering the related work table 6-2 represents, which part was adapted and used in our work, 

from that specific publication. Each publication was categorized, in one of five categories, based 

by in the contribution of that publication. A publication contributed by helping creating 

systematic (Requirement systematization) and reusable (Specification Reusability) 

requirements, defining concepts (Concept Definition) and specify them (Concept Specification), 

also a publication could contribute by improving the risk analysis (Risk analysis and 

management). 
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Table 6-2 - Publications contributions 

Publication 
Requirement 

systematization 

Risk analysis 

and 

management 

Concept 

Definition 
Concept 

Specification 
Specification 

Reusability 

[35] x x    

[3]   x   

[2]  x x x  

[26] x x  x x 

[10]   x x  

[41]   x x  

[38]    x  

[37] x     

[33] x    x 

[4]    x  

[44] x   x  

[9]    x  

[7]    x x 

[5]  x x x  

[39]  x  x x 
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7 Conclusion 

Cyber-security is a key concern in our society that can be analyzed from personal, organization 

or even government perspectives. Also, security shall consider different levels of systems or 

assets: from hardware and software infrastructures to business and organizational policies and 

practices, but also at the application system level. However, security, regrettably, tends to be 

undervalued until a breach occurs and an organization suffers major damages. So, the security 

of a system must be a concern as important as other concerns such as usability or performance, 

this way we can assure that our system is designed in a way to mitigate vulnerabilities and 

faults.  

Through the revision of the related work on using the “Systematic Literature Review” 

methodology in RE and Cybersecurity, we identified a set of problems regarding the rigorous 

security requirements specification such as, late in the project security specification, the lack of 

formal and rigorous security requirements specification. However, in spite of some approaches 

that have been proposed recently [4], [5], [7], to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work 

that by extending an existent RSL language provides a rigorous and systematic approach to 

specify not only different types of requirements (e.g., security patterns, quality requirements, 

misuse cases, or user stories) but also other security-specific concepts such as risks, 

vulnerabilities and respective relationships. The extension to the language also allows 

specifications of BDD testing, both as a valid test in the point of view of defender/victim or as 

an invalid test in the point of view of the attacker. In addition, on top of this extended language, 

we developed and created a catalogue of reusable security-specific specifications. The objective 

of this catalogue is to aggregate multiple packages with reusable specifications. In this way, 

known problems and well-tested solutions (security patterns [33], [40]) to generic systems are 

easily accessible and reused by concrete system specifications. The catalogue includes 31 

packages with 45 vulnerabilities, 125 risks, 288 goals, 30 BDD tests and 37 terms definition. 

Each package gathers the specifications that would be relevant for a particular class of systems. 

For example, it should be possible to define a package for a particular version of an operating 

system, database server or office suite. These packages are available in multiple languages 

namely English and Portuguese. 

7.1 Main Contributions 

The developed approach and solution provides an efficient and reliable way to specify security-

related concerns when developing a system. The language developed, RSLingo4Cybersecurity, 

allows a rigorous and systematic specification decreasing the ambiguity of natural language 

specification avoiding misunderstanding and subsequently do-overs and avoid extra costs.  

Also, with the developed catalogue, Catalogue4Cybersecurity, using the developed language we 
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created reusable systems specification, based on reliable sources in the cybersecurity 

community. These systems already incorporate well-tested solutions to well-known problems 

helping system designers reusing these solutions and avoid “reinventing the wheel” that could 

lead to vulnerabilities and flaws in the system.   

7.2 Future Work 

During the development of this work, various ideas have emerged that, due to time restrictions 

or complexity, they could not be implemented. It is important to emphasize that none of these 

research directions undermines the achievement of the goals of this work. Some of these ideas 

are summarized subsequently: Firstly, the Catalogue4Cybersecurity could be extended with 

even more packages from the community repositories and real-life systems for different 

application domains. Secondly, the specification of the BDD tests can be integrated with an 

automation tests framework, like Cucumber [31] or TSL [62], [63], to execute and scan for 

attack and defences of the systems. Also, the catalogue can be integrated with other security 

frameworks and processes such as the SDL [14] to increase the efficiency of these processes 

with the aid of reusable requirements. Finally, a guideline of good pratices of how to use the 

language and define/reuse the packages would allow the the language to be used more efectially 

and cositently among the users.   
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Appendix A – Catalogue4CyberSecurity - 

Generic_Application  

 

Package SecurityCatalogue 
 
System GenericApplication :Application  [ isReusable   
 description "This system represents a generic application with very broad 
specification that can be reused by most applications. Based on paper Rhee, K., Jeon, 
W., & Won, D. (2012). Security requirements of a mobile device management system. 
International Journal of Security and Its Applications, 6(2), 353-358."] 
  
////////////////goals///////////////////////  
  
Goal g_location "server location": Security: Security_PhysicalProtection [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The server, relay server and management console of the  system 
components shall be located in a physically safe location and protected by the network 
security system"]  
      
Goal g_admin "administrator personnel": Security: Security_Other [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "An administrator of an system shall not have any malicious intent, 
and must be properly trained."]  
 
Goal g_security_default "security by default": Security: Security_Integrity [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "Any service that is not needed is removed and any vulnerability is 
corrected to assure the reliability and security of the operating system 
     of server/relay server/management console."]  
      
Goal g_audit "system audit":Security: Security_Accountability [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall correctly record and safely maintain the security 
events to track responsibility for the security-related activities"]   
 
Goal g_sec_mechanism "security mechanism":Security: Security_Confidentiality [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide a security mechanism (encryption 
algorithm, password, etc.) that conforms to the Organization Security Protocols."]  
 
Goal g_update "security update": Security: Security_Other [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide an update function for removing newly 
discovered vulnerabilities and improving performance."]  
 
Goal g_data "data security": Security: Security_Confidentiality [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall protect the saved data from unauthorized exposure, 
alteration and removal."]  
 
Goal g_channel "communication channel security": Security: Security_Confidentiality [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide a secure communication channel to ensure 
reliable data transfer between the system’s components"] 
 
Goal g_enrollment "enrollment": Security: Security_Authentication [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide a function for registering mobile devices 
and their users"] 
 
Goal g_distribution "distribution": Security: Security_Integrity [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide the means to distribute the  agent only 
through the method and path designated by the organization"]  
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Goal g_enrollment "enrollment": Security: Security_Authentication [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide a function for registering mobile devices 
and their users"] 
 
Goal g_distribution "distribution": Security: Security_Integrity [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide the means to distribute the  agent only 
through the method and path designated by the organization"]  
 
Goal g_identification "distribution": Security: Security_Authentication [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall authenticate and clearly identify the user and the 
mobile device’s activity before executing it."] 
 
Goal g_authentication "authentication": Security: Security_Accountability [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide a follow-up function in cases of 
authentication and identification failure."] 
 
Goal g_access "access to system": Security: Security_Authentication [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall enable only the authorized administrators to 
change the security configuration of the mobile device and shall restrict general users 
from changing it. "]    
 
Goal g_status "status": Security: Security_Other [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide the mobile device status data to the 
administrators and  server."]  
 
Goal g_config "configuration": Security: Security_Integrity [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall be able to apply the security configuration to 
mobile devices"] 
 
Goal g_restriction "restriction": Security: Security_Other [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall deliver a recognizable alert to the user 
/administrator when a user/administrator violates the OSPs when activating the  system 
operation, and restrict the use of the mobile device and  system"] 
  
Goal g_info_del "information deletion": Security: Security_Confidentiality [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall assure that user data or functional data are not 
left over in the task domain used by the functions when it is terminated"] 
 
Goal g_install_auth "install authorization": Security: Security_Authorization [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide a function for installing only the 
authorized software in the mobile device, and shall not enable the 
    installation or removal of unauthorized software"] 
 
Goal g_execution "execution authorization": Security: Security_Authorization [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide a function for executing only the 
authorized processes in the mobile device, and shall not install or 
    remove any unauthorized processes."] 
     
Goal g_anti_malware "anti-malware": Security: Security_Recovery [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide a means of coping with malware that 
infiltrates the  system or that already exists in it."] 
 
Goal g_detection "detection": Security: Security_Integrity [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
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Goal g_execution "execution authorization": Security: Security_Authorization [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide a function for executing only the 
authorized processes in the mobile device, and shall not install or remove any 
unauthorized processes."] 
     
Goal g_anti_malware "anti-malware": Security: Security_Recovery [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide a means of coping with malware that 
infiltrates the system or that already exists in it."] 
 
Goal g_detection "detection": Security: Security_Integrity [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall provide a means of detecting and coping with 
illegal changes of the  system and the operational environment of the system"] 
      
Goal g_prot "protection": Security: Security_Integrity [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution   
 description "The system shall prevent the termination or removal of the  agent 
by an unauthorized entity or user other than the administrator"] 
     
////////////risks/////////////////////////// 
 
Risk th_info_leak "Information leak": IT: IT_InformationDisclosure[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_authentication] 
 treatment t2 : Mitigate[solution g_admin] 
 treatment t3 : Mitigate[solution g_info_del]  
 treatment t4 : Mitigate[solution g_data] 
 treatment t5 : Mitigate[solution g_channel] 
 description "Threat agent can leak the confidential data saved in the system or 
the operational environment of the system as well as data 
     transferred between the components of the system."] 
      
Risk th_app_mod "Modification of Application": IT: IT_Tampering[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_admin] 
 treatment t2 : Mitigate[solution g_detection] 
 treatment t3 : Mitigate[solution g_identification] 
 description "Threat agent can modify the operating system or application of the 

operating environment of the system"] 

Risk th_bypass_sec "Bypass Security": IT: IT_ElevationOfPrivilege[ 
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_anti_malware] 
 treatment t2 : Mitigate[solution g_execution]   
 description "Threat agent can bypass the security functions of the system to 
incapacitate the security features of the system"] 
  
Risk th_info_tamp "Information Tampering":IT: IT_InformationDisclosure[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_channel] 
 description "Threat agent can change the data saved or transferred in the system 
in an unauthorized way."] 
 
Risk th_traffic_eavesdrop "Traffic Information eavesdrop":IT :IT_InformationDisclosure[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_channel] 
 description "Threat agent can capture and analyze the data transferred by the 
system and leak the confidential information."] 
 
Risk th_ident_spoff "Identity spoofing":IT :IT_Spoofing[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_audit] 
 treatment t2 : Mitigate[solution g_authentication] 
 description "Threat agent can access the system via consecutive authentication 
attempts or reuse the authentication data 
     to impersonate the authenticated user/administrator"] 
 
Risk th_malware "Malware infection":IT :IT_Tampering[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_anti_malware] 
 description "Threat agent can infect the system with malware and execute the 
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Risk th_traffic_eavesdrop "Traffic Information eavesdrop":IT :IT_InformationDisclosure[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_channel] 
 description "Threat agent can capture and analyze the data transferred by the 
system and leak the confidential information."] 
 
Risk th_ident_spoff "Identity spoofing":IT :IT_Spoofing[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_audit] 
 treatment t2 : Mitigate[solution g_authentication] 
 description "Threat agent can access the system via consecutive authentication 
attempts or reuse the authentication data to impersonate the authenticated 
user/administrator"] 
 
Risk th_malware "Malware infection":IT :IT_Tampering[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_anti_malware] 
 description "Threat agent can infect the system with malware and execute the 
malware."] 
 
Risk th_dos "Denial of service":IT :IT_DenialOfService[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_admin] 
 description "Threat agent can inhibit normal operation of the system."] 
  
SystemElementsRelation as : Supports [ source th_dos target  th_record] 
 
Risk th_record "Denial of service - record":IT :IT_DenialOfService[  
 partOf th_dos 
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_sec_mechanism] 
 description "Threat agent can exhaust the storage capacity of both the system 
and the operating environment of the system so that security-related events and data 
essential to the system’s functionality will not be recorded."]  
    
Risk th_natural_dis "Natural disaster":IT: IT_DenialOfService[  
 partOf th_dos 
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_security_default] 
 description "Threat agent can stop the operation of the system in the event of 
an unforeseen natural disaster such  as an earthquake, fire or flood."] 
 
Risk th_new_vu "New vulnerability": IT[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_update] 
 description "Threat agent can attack a system using a new unknown 

vulnerability."]  

 

Risk th_traffic_eavesdrop "Traffic Information eavesdrop":IT :IT_InformationDisclosure[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_channel] 
 description "Threat agent can capture and analyze the data transferred by the 
system and leak the confidential information."] 
 
Risk th_ident_spoff "Identity spoofing":IT :IT_Spoofing[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_audit] 
 treatment t2 : Mitigate[solution g_authentication] 
 description "Threat agent can access the system via consecutive authentication 
attempts or reuse the authentication data to impersonate the authenticated 
user/administrator"] 
 
Risk th_malware "Malware infection":IT :IT_Tampering[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_anti_malware] 
 description "Threat agent can infect the system with malware and execute the 
malware."] 
 
Risk th_dos "Denial of service":IT :IT_DenialOfService[  
 treatment t1 : Mitigate[solution g_admin] 
 description "Threat agent can inhibit normal operation of the system."] 
  
SystemElementsRelation as : Supports [ source th_dos target  th_record] 
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Appendix B – Catalogue4CyberSecurity – 

Payment Cards  

 

 

Import SecurityCatalogue.* 
Import SecurityCatalogue.online_fraud.* 
 
System payment_cards: Business :Business_IT [isReusable vendor "CNCS" description "This 
package represents good payment card care practices recommended by the Portuguese 
National Center for Cybersecurity"]      
      
///////////////term definition//////////////// 
 
Term trm_c_debit "Debit card" :Noun [ 
 description "Associated with a payment account, which allows, among other 
operations, to withdraw money, make payments for goods and services and perform ATM 
transfers. When the card is used the corresponding amount is immediately deducted from 
the balance of the deposit account"] 
 
Term trm_c_prepaid "Pre_paid card" :Noun [ 
 description "This type of card needs to be, previously, charged with a certain 
amount. Normally, this card allows to make the same payments or withdrawals of money 
than a debit card. After use of the card, the value of the operation is subtracted from 
the amount previously charged"] 
 
Term trm_c_credit "Credit card" :Noun [  
 description "Card to which is associated a maximum limit of credit, which allows 
to make payments of goods and services, in some cases, raise withdrawn on credit. When 
the card is used, the customer receives a credit, which is refunded on the date and in 
the conditions agreed with the institution issuing the card."] 
 
Term trm_c_dual "Dual or mixed card" :Noun [  
 description "Card incorporating debit and credit functions. As a rule, these 
cards allow debit transactions to be made to the associated deposit account in the same 
terms than simple debit cards, and credit transactions, similar to simple credit 
cards."] 
 
Term trm_c_contactless "Card with contactless technology" :Noun [  
 description "Contactless technology cards allow payments to be made by 
approaching the card within a short distance of an automatic payment terminal without 
the PIN being entered"] 
 
Term trm_c_virtual "Virtual Card" :Noun [  
 description "Virtual cards are associated with a debit, credit or prepaid card 
but they do not physically exist."] 
  

 

Import SecurityCatalogue.* 
Import SecurityCatalogue.online_fraud.* 
 
System payment_cards: Business :Business_IT [isReusable vendor "CNCS" description "This 
package represents good payment card care practices recommended by the Portuguese 
National Center for Cybersecurity"]      
      
///////////////term definition//////////////// 
 
Term trm_c_debit "Debit card" :Noun [ 
 description "Associated with a payment account, which allows, among other 
operations, to withdraw money, make payments for goods and services and perform ATM 
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//////////////goals//////// 
 
Goal g_pin: Security :Security_Confidentiality [  
 isPositive isConcrete isSolution  
 description "Save the card PIN and destroy the paper it was printed on"] 
 
Goal g_payment:  Security :Security_Confidentiality [   
 isPositive isConcrete isSolution  
 description "When making a payment, do not lose sight of your card and make sure 
you enter the PIN with proper privacy"] 
 
Goal g_receipt:  Security :Security_Accountability [   
 isPositive isConcrete isSolution  
 description "Always request a receipt of the operation performed"] 
 
Include Goal fromSystem online_fraud element g_account_check 
 
Include Goal fromSystem online_fraud element g_protected_device 
 
Include Goal fromSystem online_fraud element g__authorized_institution 
 
Include Goal fromSystem online_fraud element g_links_secure 
 
Goal g_loss_theft :Security [   
 isPositive isConcrete isSolution  
 description "In case of loss or theft, the customer must immediately notify the 
bank"] 
 
Goal g_unauthorized_op :Security [   
 isPositive isConcrete isSolution  
 description "In case of unauthorized movements, the customer must immediately 
notify the bank"] 
  
Goal g_limit_contactless :Security [   
 isPositive isConcrete isSolution  
 description "The cards with the contacless technology must have a limit of 20€ 

per payment and a maximum of 3 consecutive transactions without PIN entry"] 

 

//////////////goals//////// 
 
Goal g_pin: Security :Security_Confidentiality [  
 isPositive isConcrete isSolution  
 description "Save the card PIN and destroy the paper it was printed on"] 
 
Goal g_payment:  Security :Security_Confidentiality [   
 isPositive isConcrete isSolution  
 description "When making a payment, do not lose sight of your card and make sure 
you enter the PIN with proper privacy"] 
 
Goal g_receipt:  Security :Security_Accountability [   
 isPositive isConcrete isSolution  
 description "Always request a receipt of the operation performed"] 
 
Include Goal fromSystem online_fraud element g_account_check 
 
Include Goal fromSystem online_fraud element g_protected_device 
 
Include Goal fromSystem online_fraud element g__authorized_institution 
 
Include Goal fromSystem online_fraud element g_links_secure 
 
Goal g_loss_theft :Security [   
 isPositive isConcrete isSolution  
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Appendix C – Catalogue4CyberSecurity – USB 

Drive 

 

Package SecurityCatalogue 
 
System USB_Drives :HardwareSystem : HardwareSystem_Storage [isReusable description 
"This package represents a classic USB drive storage by US-CERT (United States Computer 
Emergency Readiness Team)"] 
 
///////////////Goals////////////// 
 
Goal g_security_features :Security :Security_Recovery [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "Take advantage of security features - Use passwords and encryption 
on your USB drive to protect your data, and make sure that you have the information 
backed up in case your drive is lost "]  
 
Goal g_personal_data :Security :Security_Confidentiality [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "Keep personal and business USB drives separate - Do not use 
personal USB drives on computers owned by your organization, and do not plug USB drives 
containing corporate information into your personal computer."]  
 
Goal g_antivirus_update :Security [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "Keep personal and business USB drives separate - Do not use 
personal USB drives on computers owned by your organization, and do not plug USB drives 
containing corporate information into your personal computer. Also, keep the software 
on your computer up to date by applying any necessary patches"]  
 
Goal g_unknown_USB :Security [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "If you find a USB drive, give it to the appropriate authorities (a 
location's security personnel, your organization's IT department, etc.). Do not plug it 
into your computer to view the contents or to try to identify the owner."]   
  
 
Goal g_disable_autorun :Security [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "The Autorun feature causes removable media such as CDs, DVDs, and 
USB drives to open automatically when they are inserted into a drive. By disabling 
Autorun, you can prevent malicious code on an infected USB drive from opening 
automatically."]     
 
//////////risks//////////// 
 
Risk r_malware: IT :IT_InformationDisclosure [  
  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_antivirus_update] 
 treatment t2: Mitigate [solution g_unknown_USB] 
 treatment t3: Mitigate [solution g_disable_autorun]  
 description "An USB is connected to victims device and a malware is installed an 
information is stolen"] 
 
Risk r_usb_lost: IT [  
  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_personal_data] 
 treatment t2: Mitigate [solution g_security_features]  
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//////////risks//////////// 
 
Risk r_malware: IT :IT_InformationDisclosure [  
  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_antivirus_update] 
 treatment t2: Mitigate [solution g_unknown_USB] 
 treatment t3: Mitigate [solution g_disable_autorun]  
 description "An USB is connected to victims device and a malware is installed an 
information is stolen"] 
 
Risk r_usb_lost: IT [  
  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_personal_data] 
 treatment t2: Mitigate [solution g_security_features]  
 description "The victims usb is lost or stolen"]  

 

//////////risks//////////// 
 
Risk r_malware: IT :IT_InformationDisclosure [  
  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_antivirus_update] 
 treatment t2: Mitigate [solution g_unknown_USB] 
 treatment t3: Mitigate [solution g_disable_autorun]  
 description "An USB is connected to victims device and a malware is installed an 
information is stolen"] 
 
Risk r_usb_lost: IT [  
  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_personal_data] 
 treatment t2: Mitigate [solution g_security_features]  
 description "The victims usb is lost or stolen"]  
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Appendix D – Catalogue4CyberSecurity – Near 

Field Communication 

 

Package SecurityCatalogue 
 
System NearFieldCommunication : SoftwareSystem :SoftwareSystem_Other [isReusable  
 description "The Near Field Communication (NFC) is a set of standards for mobile 
devices designed to establish radio communication  with each other by being touched 
together or brought within a short distance source 
https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/near-field-communication-nfc-technology-
vulnerabilities-and-principal-attack-schema/"] 
 
////////////goals////////////// 
 
Goal g_authenticity "authenticity mechanism " :Security :Security_Authentication [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "The system shall have an signature mechanism to ensure authenticity 
of the devices involved"] 
 
Goal g_integrity "integrity mechanism " :Security :Security_Integrity [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "The system shall have a signature mechanism to ensure integrity of 
the messages exchanged between the devices involved"] 
 
Goal g_confidentiality "confidentiality mechanism " :Security :Security_Confidentiality 
[ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "The system shall have an encryption mechanism to ensure 
confidentiality of the messages exchanged between the devices involved"] 
  
Goal g_default_config :Security :Security_Confidentiality [ 
 isPositive isAbstract isSolution  
 description "The user must configure the permissions allowed to the NFC 
protocol"] 
 
////////////////////vulnerabilities///////////////// 
Vulnerability vu_security_config :IT :IT_GainPrivileges[ 
 attack "attacker uses NFC to pair with the device through bluetooth" 
 attackVector IT_AdjacentNetwork 
 description "user just enables NFC and makes no other changes to the device 
permissions"] 
  
//////////////risks////////// 
 
Risk r_eavesdropping :IT :IT_InformationDisclosure[  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_confidentiality ]   
 acceptanceCriteria ac1:Invalid [   
  scenario "The attacker blocks the communications between the devices and 
pretends to be one of the devices and sends false data" 
  given "attacker is in close proximity of the communicating devices" 
  and "attacker as an antenna" 
  when "attacker intercepts communication" 
  then "attacker can eavesdrop transmitting data" ]  
 description "The attacker listens to the data exchanged by getting near the 
devices involved"] 
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//////////////risks////////// 
 
Risk r_eavesdropping :IT :IT_InformationDisclosure[  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_confidentiality ]   
 acceptanceCriteria ac1:Invalid [   
  scenario "The attacker blocks the communications between the devices and 
pretends to be one of the devices and sends false data" 
  given "attacker is in close proximity of the communicating devices" 
  and "attacker as an antenna" 
  when "attacker intercepts communication" 
  then "attacker can eavesdrop transmitting data" ]  
 description "The attacker listens to the data exchanged by getting near the 
devices involved"] 
 
Risk r_data_repudiation :IT :IT_Repudiation[  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_authenticity ]  
 acceptanceCriteria ac1:Invalid [   
  scenario "The attacker blocks the communications between the devices and 
pretends to be one of the devices and sends false data" 
  given "attacker is in close proximity of the communicating devices" 
  and "attacker has an antenna" 
  and "attacker can briefly inhibit NFC data exchange using a RFID jammer" 
  when "receiving device accepts attacker as original sender" 
  then "attacker can modify original data and receiver accepts" ]  
 description "The attacker blocks the communications between the devices and 
pretends to be one of the devices and sends false data"] 
 
Risk r_relay_attack :IT :IT_InformationDisclosure[  
 treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_confidentiality ]  
 acceptanceCriteria ac1:Invalid [   
  scenario "The attacker intercept the communications and sends them to 
another device by the internet without the sender knowing" 
  given "attacker is in close proximity of the communicating devices" 
  and "attacker as an antenna and a card emulator" 
  when "attacker capture and resend the packages in time" 
  then "attacker can eavesdrop and modify original data " ]  
 description "The attacker intercept the communications and sends them to another 
device by the internet without the sender knowing"] 
 
Risk r_data_corruption :IT :IT_DenialOfService[  
  acceptanceCriteria ac1:Invalid [   
   scenario "The attacker corrupts the data exchange to make the 
communications fail" 
   given "attacker is in close proximity of the communicating 
devices" 
   and "attacker has an antenna" 
   when "attacker uses the antenna to create radio signal noise" 
   then "user cannot establish connection with receiver" ]  
  description "The attacker corrupts the data exchange to make the 
communications fail"] 
 
Risk r_stack_fuzzing "Protocol Stack Fuzzing" :IT :IT_DenialOfService[  
  acceptanceCriteria ac1:Invalid [   
   scenario "The attacker intercept the communications and sends them 
to another device by the internet without the sender knowing" 
   given "attacker is in close proximity of a paying terminal" 
   and "attacker as an antenna" 
   when "attacker sends packages simulating real data" 
   then "terminal accepts fake data" ]   
  description "In proximity to a legitimate NFC payment terminal an 
attacker exploits ordinary operations such as paying for a drink, a metro ticket, or a 
cab"] 
 
Risk r_android_stack_bug "Android NFC Stack Bug" :IT :IT_DenialOfService[   
    vulnerabilities vu_security_config       
     treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_default_config ]      
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Risk r_stack_fuzzing "Protocol Stack Fuzzing" :IT :IT_DenialOfService[  
  acceptanceCriteria ac1:Invalid [   
   scenario "The attacker intercept the communications and sends them 
to another device by the internet without the sender knowing" 
   given "attacker is in close proximity of a paying terminal" 
   and "attacker as an antenna" 
   when "attacker sends packages simulating real data" 
   then "terminal accepts fake data" ]   
  description "In proximity to a legitimate NFC payment terminal an 
attacker exploits ordinary operations such as paying for a drink, a metro ticket, or a 
cab"] 
 
Risk r_android_stack_bug "Android NFC Stack Bug" :IT :IT_DenialOfService[   
    vulnerabilities vu_security_config       
     treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_default_config ]      
     acceptanceCriteria ac1:Invalid [   
   scenario "Attacker uses NFC to pair with the device bluetooth and 
take control of it" 
   given "attacker is in close proximity of the device" 
   and "attacker as an antenna" 
   when "attacker presents itself a bluetooth device for paring" 
   and "receiver sends paring data to attacker" 
   then "attacker pairs with device" 
   and "attackers has control over the device" ]      
  description "Attacker uses NFC to pair with the device bluetooth and take 

control of it"] 

 

Risk r_stack_fuzzing "Protocol Stack Fuzzing" :IT :IT_DenialOfService[  
  acceptanceCriteria ac1:Invalid [   
   scenario "The attacker intercept the communications and sends them 
to another device by the internet without the sender knowing" 
   given "attacker is in close proximity of a paying terminal" 
   and "attacker as an antenna" 
   when "attacker sends packages simulating real data" 
   then "terminal accepts fake data" ]   
  description "In proximity to a legitimate NFC payment terminal an 
attacker exploits ordinary operations such as paying for a drink, a metro ticket, or a 
cab"] 
 
Risk r_android_stack_bug "Android NFC Stack Bug" :IT :IT_DenialOfService[   
    vulnerabilities vu_security_config       
     treatment t1: Mitigate [solution g_default_config ]      
     acceptanceCriteria ac1:Invalid [   
   scenario "Attacker uses NFC to pair with the device bluetooth and 
take control of it" 
   given "attacker is in close proximity of the device" 
   and "attacker as an antenna" 
   when "attacker presents itself a bluetooth device for paring" 
   and "receiver sends paring data to attacker" 
   then "attacker pairs with device" 
   and "attackers has control over the device" ]      
  description "Attacker uses NFC to pair with the device bluetooth and take 

control of it"] 
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